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Abstract Self-similar antennas offer extremely broadband functionality and easily scalable
designs. Self-similar designs with a four-arm layout are also suited for dual-polarization
through excitations of opposing arms, although there has only been limited use of them for
millimeter-wave detectors. These antennas have been used for measurements of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB), which encompass a wide frequency range and are now ac-
tively focusing more on polarization anisotropies. We analyze multiple planar self-similar
antenna designs with simulations in HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) and ongo-
ing physical testing. They all exhibit broadband operation between 130-230 GHz and can
couple to both linear polarizations through the previously mentioned four-arm symmetry.
Simulations include each antenna design coupled to an extended hemispherical, AR-coated
lenslet. From these, a basic bowtie-like arm design produced minimal polarization wob-
ble with moderate beam efficiency, while a hybrid trapezoidal design provided high beam
efficiency with small polarization wobble. Current fabrication versions of each are being
tested, coupled to multichroic Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs). These
planar self-similar antennas, when implemented in CMB and other detectors, could improve
observations while simultaneously simplifying fabrication and detector layout.
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1 Introduction
The concept of self-similar and self-complementary antennas for wide bandwidth appli-
cations has been around for decades, primarily investigated at radio frequencies. Popular
designs used today include the log-periodic radio antenna with dipole-like rods scaled log-
arithmically, and various spiral planar or conical antennas [1]. The main focus of these
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devices was the potential versatility of a broadband antenna applicable for more compact
and efficient communication. Many also cite self-complementary antennas as frequency-
independent due to their scalability and arm impedance in an n-arm design that follows an







Which can be simplified for self-complementary planar layouts, where the metal/conductor
arms are identical to the slots between them (Zmetal = Zslot ). For an n = 4 arm pattern in free
space (Z0 = 120π), the arm impedance is roughly 133 Ω .
A four-arm self-complementary design (such as Fig. 1 further below), with each identi-
cal arm rotated 90◦ from the previous, grants the ability for dual-polarization [3]. One pair
of opposing arms couples to a single linear polarization, allowing the entire antenna to cou-
ple to orthogonal linear polarizations. Hence, such multi-terminal antennas are well-suited
for broadband polarization measurements.
A notable application and goal of the designs in this paper is the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB), which is most prevalent at millimeter wavelengths due to an observed
black-body radiation temperature of 2.726 K. Ground-based CMB detector frequency bands
are often centered in the mm-wave atmospheric windows near 95, 150, and 220 GHz [4, 5].
After successful full-sky CMB missions like the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP) and Planck satellite, and high-resolution temperature investigations with the South
Pole Telescope (SPT), Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) and many others, the CMB
observational focus is now directed towards precise polarization measurements of the CMB
E- and B-modes [6]. This article goes through the design of self-similar/complementary
antennas coupled to extended hemisphere lenslets (Section 2) and their viability of use for
CMB mm-wave polarimetry (Section 3), primarily analyzed via High Frequency Structure
Simulations (HFSS). Future plans and physical testing are then briefly outlined (Section 4).
2 Antenna Designs
An ideal antenna for such CMB detection requires a constant matchable impedance for the
frequency bands, and high beam efficiency (directivity in the main beam, > 50% desired).
Other parameters such as linear polarization wobble (change in polarization alignment at
the zenith), maximum cross-polarization contamination (x-pol, % of directivity in the wrong
polarization) and ellipticity, should be reduced as low as possible.
The premise of these self-similar antennas is rotational symmetry. As mentioned, a four-
arm design places an identical arm every 90◦, while the complementary property requires
there to be an identical slot or gap between them. The most basic design is a dual-bowtie
antenna (Fig. 1), with inner (ri) and outer (r0) arm radii scaled to operating wavelengths. The
simplicity in geometry also grants uniform current density at constant radius, minimizing
fluctuations in both impedance and polarization. The downsides that promote investigation
into other designs include a weak beam efficiency and noticeable x-pol.
2.1 Logarithmic Periodic Designs
Log-periodic self-complementary designs are another class of promising planar antennas.
The side of each arm is defined by a periodic unit cell pattern in radial log-space, oscillating
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Fig. 1 Left: A basic bowtie self-similar antenna layout, with the orange corresponding to the superconductor
arms. The slots are identical in shape to the arms themselves, and the arms are not directly connected in
the center (close-up, right). No scale bar is included as this antenna can be scaled invariantly according to
frequency range. Simulation parameters used for this antenna type are in Section 3. (Color figure online)
between an angular amplitude of ±ω . Then the angular difference between arm sides is δ ,
with a unit cell expansion rate of τ that characterizes half the length of the unit cell (from
[7]). For M unit cells and an inner radius ri, the outer radius is defined as ro = riτ2M .
An n = 4 arm self-complementary layout requires δ = 360
◦
2n = 45
◦, while τ > 1 can vary.
Common examples are the sinuous and trapezoidal unit cells with ω = 45◦ (ω often chosen
as this for better polarization), shown in Fig. 2 alongside their respective antenna patterns.




























Trapezoidal (S=50%) Unit Cell
δ
ω
Fig. 2 Left: Log-space unit cells for the Sinuous (top) and Trapezoidal (bottom) designs. Both respective
antenna patterns (right) have n = 4 arms with M = 7 unit cells each. These can also be scaled invariantly.
Note the trapezoidal design has an additional slope parameter S, that corresponds to the percentage of the unit
cell at a max/min (±ω , S = 50 shown). S = 100 produces a rectangular unit cell, while S = 0 is triangular.
(Color figures online)
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[4, 7, 8, 9], while the trapezoidal has mainly undergone testing at larger wavelengths [3,
10]. The trapezoidal design has an additional slope parameter 0 ≤ S < 100 that designates
the percentage the unit cell spends at a max/min (±ω). Polarization wobble was found to
decrease as S→ 100 (rectangular unit cell shape).
2.2 Lenslet Design
To optimize these antennas, an extended hemispherical silicon lenslet is placed over the
antenna (Fig. 3, left). The high relative permittivity of silicon keeps the majority of the beam
forward and shifts the central impedance of Eq. (1) down to 52.5Ω . To reduce reflection at
the lens interface, a two-layer anti-reflection (AR) coating is applied [7, 9]. The addition of
the lenslet reduces linear polarization wobble by focusing the main beam, but also amplifies
frequency variations in impedance due to reflections at the silicon half-space.
Fig. 3 Left: Cross-section view of extended hemispherical lenslet to be coupled to antennas. The extension
and lens are silicon (εr = 11.9), with two anti-reflection (AR) coatings over the lens to improve efficiency.
Lens radius R scales with the antenna outer radius (ro) and highest λ/4. Right: Close-up view of bowtie
antenna pattern with microstrips (red) over the arms, that connect down to a central cross feed, exciting the
slot/gap between the center and the arm in the process. (Color figures online)
2.3 Central Feed
These broadband antennas need to be fed at the center in order for the lowest modes to be
excited. When fabricated, the antenna designs are cut out of a ground plane, allowing a mi-
crostrip to be placed over each ground arm to the center. At inner arm radius ri the microstrip
passes over and excites a slot/gap between the ground arm and an independent plus-shaped
cross feed in the ground plane, before connecting down to the cross feed as a virtual ground
(Fig. 3, right). The orthogonal shape of the center minimizes cross-talk from perpendicular
microstrips without the need for cross-overs [9]. From the self-complementary property, the
excited slots function just as the arms would.
The use of microstrips for the trapezoidal design poses an additional issue though, as
the narrower arm portions at low wavelengths become too small ( < 2um) for an adequate
microstrip to be run over them. This is especially the case for higher trapezoidal slope S
values, which produced smaller polarization wobble.
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2.4 Hybrid Trapezoidal Design
A solution around the just mentioned microstrip issue is to modify the trapezoidal design.
The narrow widths can be held constant by changing the slope parameter S with radius
(so S has the maximum allowed value at all radii for the desired microstrip). This removes
the log-periodic classification, but maintains the self-complementary property. The hybrid
trapezoidal designs were made to have a minimum width of 4um for a 2um wide microstrip
plus padding on either side. This changes the first trapezoidal cell to look like Fig. 4 left,













Hybrid Trapezoidal First Cell
TZ (S=50)
Hybrid TZ
Fig. 4 Left: First cell of the hybrid trapezoidal design (no longer log-periodic), compared to the previous
trapezoidal (S = 50) unit cell. The goal of this design is to fix the narrow portions of the antenna arms (right),
all 4um in width. The loss of periodicity also makes the design no longer invariantly scalable, the final design
chosen and shown here has ri = 29.8um, M = 6, and τ = 1.35. (Color figure online)
3 Analysis
Various initial log-periodic designs were analyzed. The sinuous antenna was compared to
that of [9], designed for the 95 and 150 GHz bands. It verified those results, yielding an
oscillating arm impedance between ±40% of the expected 52.5Ω and polarization wobble
between ±5◦. The original/log-periodic trapezoidal showed minimally better polarization
of ±4◦ with larger impedance fluctuations of ±50%. The first row of Table 1 outlines the
initial sinuous design.
Antenna ri M τ L/R Beam Efficiency Ellipticity (a-b)/(a+b) Max.
Design (um) 150 GHz 220 GHz 150 GHz 220 GHz X-Pol
Sinuous 24 8 1.3 0.46 78.8% – 0.04 – 2%
Bowtie 10 9 1.3 0.38 55.7% 45.4% 0.008 0.087 5%
Hybrid TZ. 29.8 6 1.35 0.42 85.5% 88.0% 0.017 0.045 2%
Table 1 Parameters and simulated values for the initial sinuous design; along with bowtie and hybrid trape-
zoidal final designs.
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3.1 Final Designs: Bowtie and Hybrid Trapezoidal
The hybrid trapezoidal design parameters were adjusted to best align impedance and polar-
ization fluctuations with the final desired bands of 150 and 220 GHz. Inner radius ri and
expansion factor τ shift and widen the impedance fluctuations, respectively. In that way, an
impedance peak was fit between the desired bands, as shown left in Fig. 5. For most of both
frequency bands, arm impedance is within 20− 40Ω , reducing potential microstrip reflec-
tion although reactance fluctuations are a concern. The right image reveals the polarization
wobble of each design, where the bowtie is better. Table 1 outlines the design parameters of
each final antenna, along with beam efficiency and ellipticity at 150 and 220 GHz, calculated
from directivity patterns. Parameter L/R refers to the ratio between the lens extension length
and radius, which was optimized for marginally higher beam efficiency and directivity. The
hybrid trapezoidal design showcases better beam efficiency (higher) and x-pol (lower) than
the bowtie, while the ellipticity varies for both but stays below 0.1.
Fig. 5 Left: Impedance of the final Bowtie and Hybrid Trapezoidal designs, with the Bowtie design close to
the predicted 52.5Ω impedance. The Hybrid Trapezoidal stays between 20− 40Ω resistance for the major-
ity of the desired bands, but generates concern over impedance matching loss from the variable reactance.
Right: Polarization Wobble, the Bowtie within ±0.2◦ and Hybrid Trapezoidal ±5◦. (Color figures online)
4 Conclusion and Future Work
Both of the final antennas carry benefits. The bowtie offers accurate polarimetry for in-
stances where beam efficiency is not a big concern, while the hybrid trapezoidal provides
stronger detection with a wider polarization wobble. At lower frequency (< 40 GHz) for
which the CMB photon occupation number nocc >> 1, beam efficiency has a minimal impact
on detector sensitivity. Then the much simpler bowtie antenna becomes the better choice.
Initial test arrays of the final designs have been fabricated. The arrays consist of antenna
patterns on a silicon wafer, coupled via microstrip with multichroic Microwave Kinetic In-
ductance Detectors (MKIDs) which are multiplexed and read out from a single transmission
line [11]. The AR-coated lenses are deposited onto the open silicon side, simplifying the
array mount design. The next steps are to characterize their performance and update the
designs for even larger arrays.
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